Executive Summary

The world is changing dramatically in ways that will have a significant impact on everyday life. By 2025, the explosion in world population and automobile ownership, as well as urbanization trends, will make physical travel even more complex and time-consuming. In contrast, technology will continue to shrink, disappearing into the fabric of our lives, eventually becoming so small that it will be embedded in our clothes and environment.

Yet even while technology increasingly disappears, the influence it has on each of us will increase dramatically, fostered by cloud computing and massively expanded use of personal data.

The Future of Work

This paper identifies trends likely to shape the future of work and provides the reader with information and ideas to imagine the future that is rushing toward us.

It grew out of a Workplace of the Future Summit held at Intel in Haifa, Israel. Related research within Intel Labs, in addition to significant external research, has provided the source material for the conclusions drawn.

The content of this paper is focused on changes likely to impact global companies with a large number of knowledge workers, though many observations will apply more broadly. Key ideas include:

1. **Defining an employee on the cusp of a transformation.** Employee attitudes and expectations for flexibility will influence where, when, and how people work.

2. **Dynamic and agile team structures will become the norm.** The default mode of employment will look more like a gun for hire (contractor) than employment structures of the past.

3. **The location of work will vary widely.** Offices will serve as temporary anchor points for human interaction rather than daily travel destinations. Office as a service (OaaS) will become a strategic tool to land employees in the right place at the right time.

4. **Smart systems will emerge and collaborate with humans.** This will change the nature of work and drive a reimagination of work content and process.

5. **A second wave of consumerization is coming via services.** This "servification" will usher in changes to corporate IT organizations in a way that is more impactful than the first wave of consumerization. The magnitude and speed of disruption will be propelled by short software
development cycles and quick and simple wide deployment of services and apps. Hardware changes driven by the iPhone* and iPad* in the first wave of consumerization will seem long-lived in comparison.

The way people work will change, as will the attributes of employment.

The Changing World

The world is changing dramatically, both expanding and contracting in ways that will have a significant impact on everyday life. Old models of work, already in flux, will seemingly dissolve as new models rise in their place.

People working in 2025 may view today's work life as differently as we perceive the office life of the 1800s. Technology will be a major force of change, but the agents of change will be the innovative knowledge workers who envision, articulate, and implement the technology.

Companies with a clear vision for the unfolding trends will have an unprecedented opportunity to excel in a dramatically different landscape. As we move toward 2025, there are forces at work which will have dramatic impact to the work landscape.

Compute So Small, It’s Everywhere

Computing power will evolve with Moore’s law, becoming so small that it will easily be stitched into the fabric of our lives (and our clothes) in a pervasive and engrained way. This will result in an explosion of devices that will mesh together (Figure 1). By 2020, it is estimated that there will be over 50 billion devices connected to the internet. In essence, we will be living inside a computing planet. Each person will access a myriad of devices on a daily basis. Cloud computing will enable these devices to intelligently communicate and collaborate. Imagine, for example, an automated message from home adding milk to the shopping list because the refrigerator recognized that the carton was almost empty.

More Congestion, Less Physical Mobility

In contrast to the shrinking profile of computing, human population, urbaniza-
tion, and automobile ownership are all expected to grow explosively. Today’s human population of approximately 7 billion is forecast to grow to 9.5 billion by 2050, with 75 percent of the world’s population expected to live in cities and 50 of those cities having more than 10 million people. About one billion cars on the road worldwide today may grow to four billion by mid-century.

The amount of physical space we have will become ever more congested, with our ability to move physically from one location to another increasingly complex and time-consuming.

Without thoughtful intervention, commute times—already significant in many cities around the world—will continue to rise. New strategies will need to address the negative health outcomes and overall decrease in life satisfaction that results from longer commute times.

There is a real opportunity for technology to ease the human burden in this regard. Solutions such as smart transportation systems, autonomous cars, and richer telecommuting options could all contribute to meaningful changes.

The Changing Workforce

Economic wealth is expected to shift over time from west to east with the growth of the world population. Educated knowledge workers from the east, especially China and India, will form an ever-larger percentage of the available workforce.

Projections for the U.S. labor force indicate there could be 14.6 million new non-farm payroll jobs created between 2008 and 2018. Assuming no major immigration changes, there will only be about 9.1 million new workers to fill the positions. The basic issue in the U.S. is that there are fewer young people to replace the aging Baby Boomer generation. This will leave a gap of approximately 5.5 million workers. Europe is facing similar challenges (Figure 3).

Europe and the U.S. will need to tap new and underutilized resources to fill knowledge worker jobs. These may include a greater percentage of mature workers, women, students, transient workers, and immigrants. Globally, businesses are likely to recruit a larger percentage of workers from varied sources including contract pools, academic collaborations, open innovation challenges, and crowd-sourcing.

Workers on both ends of the age spectrum will increasingly be involved in the workforce. According to the World Health Organization, mature workers will be physically capable of working into their mid- to late 70s. It is also likely that organizations will tap the energy, enthusiasm, and insight from bright high school and college students. In the U.S., this will translate into a social phenomenon not yet witnessed: five generations working side-by-side (Figure 4).

Knowledge Jobs Shape Work Opportunities

The shift in workforce demographics will also be influenced by a larger issue: the changing skill and knowledge levels needed to find and keep a job in an increasingly competitive global economy. Though there is still debate on the specific definition, knowledge work is generally seen as work that most uses human intellect, creativity, and analytic skills.

Figure 2. World population will have tripled from about 3 billion in 1960 to 9 billion by 2042. (Source: U.S. Census Bureau International Database)
The Future of Knowledge Work

Trends are already indicating that a growing number of jobs will require a significantly more complex set of interdisciplinary skills such as problem solving, judgment, listening, data analysis, relationship building, collaborating, and communicating with multinational co-workers.

Knowledge jobs are growing two-and-a-half times faster than transactional jobs, which involve fewer conceptual duties.

Knowledge workers represent the fastest-growing talent pool in most organizations. Approximately 48 million of the more than 137 million U.S. workers are knowledge workers.11 As a result of the expected impact of technological innovation, knowledge workers will have an unprecedented opportunity to shape the future and influence societal change.

Emerging Smart Systems

Collaborate with People

While a growing percentage of the population shifts towards knowledge jobs, the rise of smart machines and systems will also make an impact. Humanity is on the cusp of a major transformation in its relationship with tools. In the next decade, smart machines will enter the office, factory, and home in numbers we...

Figure 3. The U.S. will be the first to face the Baby Boomer tsunami, with Europe and Asia following closely. The rectangles show the year with the highest percentage of the population in the pensionable age (60 to 65) in the respective countries. (Source: UN World Population Prospects)

Figure 4. For the first time, five generations will be in the workplace at the same time. (Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics employment projections)
The Future of Knowledge Work

Skills will be increasingly valued as humans use data to create unique insights critical to decision-making. This trend will also necessitate workforce training and transition plans for workers impacted by the automation shift. 12

Employees Expect High Flexibility

As the composition of the workforce shifts, so do the attitudes, wants, and expectations of employees. There are indications that both young and mature workers want significantly more flexibility in work times, schedules, and locations to pursue other valued life activities. Social responsibility is becoming a significant differentiator as employees expect their company to provide opportunities to contribute in a meaningful way to societal good (Figure 5). 14

It’s a small step to imagine other domains that could benefit from similar systems. A legal-based smart system could be implemented to expedite the processing of patent applications, which have increased by more than 50 percent over the last decade and are significantly backlogged. More valuable still, this same system could improve the quality of application review, provide actionable recommendations to junior staffers, and reduce gaming of the process. Investment bank fraud systems, corporate expense tracking, and personal finances are other examples. The new partnership between humans and machines will open opportunities for people to focus on uniquely human strengths. High-level "sense-making" skills will be increasingly valued as humans use data to create unique insights critical to decision-making. This trend will also necessitate workforce training and transition plans for workers impacted by the automation shift. 12

Employees Expect High Flexibility

As the composition of the workforce shifts, so do the attitudes, wants, and expectations of employees. There are indications that both young and mature workers want significantly more flexibility in work times, schedules, and locations to pursue other valued life activities. Social responsibility is becoming a significant differentiator as employees expect their company to provide opportunities to contribute in a meaningful way to societal good (Figure 5). 14

There are already leading indicators of how these new smart systems will work. IBM’s Watson* is one such example. In an ongoing collaboration with the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York, IBM is working with a team of oncologists to teach Watson how to diagnose tumors and suggest treatments. Watson can ingest more data in one day than any human could in a lifetime. It can read all of the world’s medical journals in less time than it takes a physician to drink a cup of coffee. All at once, it can:

- Review patient histories
- Keep an eye on the latest drug trials
- Stay apprised of the potency of new therapies
- Adhere to state-of-the-art guidelines that help doctors choose the best treatments 13

Watson can then suggest a range of potential treatments by confidence level, providing doctors with an effective tool to more efficiently help patients. Because systems like Watson can continually ingest an enormous amount of recent and relevant data, the system itself will outstrip a human’s ability to keep current with all relevant information. 13

Figure 5. Social responsibility is becoming a significant workplace differentiator.
(Source: Cisco Connected World Technology Report)
Increasingly, job flexibility and remote access are valued more highly than salary considerations. A full 69 percent of employees polled in a Cisco survey indicated they believe it is unnecessary to be in the office to be productive. And 60 percent of students polled believed they should have the right to work remotely, with a flexible schedule.

The definition of an employee may also change significantly as knowledge workers look to bounce part-time between traditional corporate roles, cultivation of entrepreneurial opportunities, pursuit of societal contributions, and leisure activities. Employees may request—and in some cases, expect—flexible schedules to accommodate their lifestyles. These may include partial workweeks, time-shifted hours, and time-on and time-off scheduling. While it is still uncertain whether knowledge workers will have the power to require this flexibility from their employers, if supply imbalance projections hold true, marketplace conditions would likely provide workers with that opportunity. Contract-like work models could become a more popular and dynamic way to assemble successful teams. In-sourcing models may be used to create a priority retainer on valuable talent, giving those employees flexibility to take on outside endeavors in exchange for their availability at critical junctures. Progressive employers looking to recruit and keep top talent are likely to be the first implementers of a highly flexible work environment.

Studies show that while employees want ever greater flexibility and opportunity, they will also want a direct engagement with their company. Interaction should reflect a more personalized understanding of the employee. As technology evolves, employees will come to expect tailored corporate services that will recognize them individually and proactively offer suggestions like a friend would. Imagine a corporate coach service able to recommend:

- **A specific** job training curriculum
- **An increase** in retirement savings
- **Potential tax consequences** of a planned stock exercise

The expectations of the future workforce will also be shaped by the differing attitudes of each generation of workers. This will present unique challenges in the way people relate, interact, and collaborate with each other. Productivity will be highest for employers that can find innovative techniques to unify their multi-generational, multi-national workforce in pursuit of organizational objectives.

**Cloud Computing Speeds the Pace of Innovation**

Cloud computing will shape the future of work in at least three significant ways. It will:

- **Change** the way companies plan physical office space
- **Provide** an ability for unprecedented agility and speed in the deployment of new concepts, regardless of company size
- **Usher in** changes to corporate IT organizations in a way more impactful than consumerization

New technology will have a dramatic effect on how and where work is done. The accelerating adoption of mobility, and the migration to cloud computing, provide a transition point to empty or thin office space. Thin office space occurs as people and computing infrastructure can be decoupled from specific long-term physical properties. The proliferation of data warehouses will enable corporations to centralize computing to large offsite facilities or to dynamically use external cloud services (e.g., Amazon Cloud*) for needed compute capability. The movement away from office buildings containing data centers and technology infrastructure will provide opportunities to create office location strategies that are agile and transient and can be more focused on human-centered usage.

Cloud computing is also a significant disruptor behind the swift creation and implementation of new business opportunities. Almost overnight, a small startup consisting of a few employees can develop a novel concept and deploy it globally. Social media platforms can be used to construct a Web presence that appears established and allows a startup organization to compete against large corporations in an unprecedented way. The cloud enables organizations to crowdsource, data aggregate, collaborate, and play at extreme scales from the micro to the massive.

Penetration rates for new Web sites and apps enabled by cloud computing are staggering (Figure 6). The Draw Something* app from OMGPOP had 15 million daily active users just eight weeks after deployment. Over two billion drawings were created in the first six weeks alone. If you put these numbers in context it is simply stunning. It took radio 38 years, television 13 years, the Internet four years, and Facebook* 3.5 years each to reach 50 million households.
Personal Data via the Cloud Changes our Relationship with Technology

The World Economic Forum has predicted the emergence of a new personal data economy which will provide high value in the use of personal data. People will have consistent access to their own personal knowledge repository. The cloud will facilitate sharing and tying of this personal information across computing devices that will litter the landscape. Personal data will be able to inhabit any available device authorized to assist the user. Imagine every computing device working cooperatively with us because it can become temporarily possessed of our digital persona.

New digital agents and digital assistance services will likely use methods to analyze individual data, make recommendations, and often act on our behalf with little or no intervention. Instead of asking questions to a Siri-like service and waiting for a result, we will find ourselves unexpectedly delighted by the actions that have been taken on our behalf. As with any relationship, trust will need to be built through positive interactions over time. Frequent incidents of delight will ultimately lead to moments of unexpected surprise (Figure 7).

Our relationship with technology will shift from obsession with mobile gadgets to wanted experiences that our personal data make possible. This will enable unparalleled life flexibility, introspection, productivity, social interactions, and convenience.

For example, digital agents working on our behalf could:

- **Coordinate** the myriad of daily activities for a busy family
- **Help arrange** common meeting time with friends and loved ones
- ** Seamlessly track** shopping needs
- **Have products delivered** to our door at the right time

Like a life coach, these agents could help us understand how we spend our time and manage our expenditures and finances, remember social interactions, and recall frequent activities. Digital agents may also help us plan specific goals and respond reliably to questions like, "Where did I leave my keys?"

Figure 6. "It took about 75 years for the telephone to connect 50 million people. Today, a simple iPhone app like Draw Something can reach that milestone in a matter of days. In the last 10 years, the rate of adoption of new technologies has accelerated at a dizzying speed. Can we keep up with it all?" (Source: G. Kofi Annon)
The Second Wave of Consumerization in the Enterprise: Servicification

Changes in the consumer landscape will spill over into the workplace as employees increasingly want the flexibility to integrate the best life-changing consumer services into the flow of their work life. Digital agents that facilitate unprecedented personal life convenience will initially be obstructed from becoming useful in the work environment due to corporate security barriers. Many employees—especially the Millennial generation—view work and life as intertwined and want all-the-time access. They will find this situation untenable. This will drive the second wave of consumerization, which will include servicification, the need to integrate, adapt and adopt, or enable access to consumer-based services in the enterprise. The trend will resemble the corporate consumerization transition that occurred with smartphones and tablets, but the impact will be much more expedited and disruptive for IT organizations.

The magnitude and speed of disruption will be propelled by short software development cycles and quick, simple wide deployment of services and apps. Hardware changes driven by the iPhone and iPad in the first wave of consumerization will seem long-lived in comparison.

Nimble companies will define strategies to quickly harness the new consumer services and integrate them with work-related services as a way that makes employees more productive. Imagine a personal assistant aware of both home and work calendars that can adjust an employee’s day based on that knowledge. Workplace-based analytic engines will interact with employee-provided data to seamlessly suggest (and change) benefit coverage for major life events such as the birth of a child.

Employment Models are Transforming: Big Changes on the Horizon

The knowledge worker supply imbalance is likely to cause several organizational changes. One of the most dramatic is a shift toward dynamic employee staffing. Projects and programs would be identified to meet specific business objectives, with teams forming dynamically in response. People needed for projects and programs will be drawn from varied resource pools based on their skills, interests, and availability. Instead of strict alignment to a corporate organizational structure, employees would be able to provide benefit across corporate business boundaries. Contributors could come from multiple geographies and, in some instances, drawn from outside the company to fill gaps for specialized skills.

Talent marketplaces that provide a way to match skilled employees to programs, projects, and tasks are one such approach. Projects could be listed in an exchange that would match organizational needs to employee skills and interests. A talent marketplace could provide more opportunity for employees to stay engaged and challenged while enabling a company to make best use of its resources. Since project durations may vary significantly, the employee could find new

Figure 7. Frequent incidents of delight will ultimately lead to moments of unexpected surprise.
opportunities once existing projects were complete. In a marketplace approach, employees could rotate from project to project instead of from organization to organization. The role of a manger in this type of environment would shift towards coach, counselor, and facilitator.

Creative work models like open innovation and crowd sourcing are likely to become more prevalent. The traditional model for innovation—which has been largely internally focused and closed off from outside ideas and technologies—is becoming obsolete. Emerging in its place is a new paradigm, open innovation, which strategically uses both internal and external sources of ideas and takes them to market through multiple paths. Crowd-sourced models use a distributed problem-solving approach to tap into large pools of people with unique skills, each of whom can contribute to a final solution.

Employees will have more opportunities and flexibility. Also, the definition of an employee is likely to shift. Individuals may choose to invigorate their careers by being part-time employees for some companies and held on retainers for specific skills by others. They could choose to become entrepreneurs for a period of time, or to participate in open innovation. Employees will exercise more control over work selection, work load, and salary.

Training, education, and employee development nurtured by employers could be a strategic differentiator to foster employee allegiance and grow employee value through educational opportunities. Mentors and training systems could proactively identify courses and projects to build worker skills. In an environment of worker scarcity, creating a path to grow worker knowledge will help address future needs and help connect employees to their company.

Changes in how people collaborate and communicate are also starting to take shape. An evolution from directed one-to-one conversation (e.g., email, phone) to multi-point communication (e.g., enterprise social networks) is projected to yield significant productivity gains. The global distribution of employees—and corresponding time zone differences—require efficient methods to work asynchronously. A McKinsey Global Institute report notes that while 72 percent of companies use social technologies, very few are close to achieving the potential benefit from them. McKinsey predicts that a shift that moves single-threaded communication to social media can reduce the time employees spend on searching for information by as much as 35 percent. Once the corporate consciousness is captured and searchable, more people can be working from the same set of assumptions and information.

Work Environments are Optimized for the New Location: Everywhere

While it is likely that workers will increasingly be spread geographically and across time zones, colocation will still be required to fulfill the human need to establish connection with coworkers, build relationships and trust, and provide opportunities to grow as a team through social interaction. Colocation is also important because it is known to spur knowledge spillover, serendipitous interactions, and innovation.

The competing forces of worker fragmentation and human colocation suggest a coming paradigm change. In some cases, this will mean new methods for establishing and building rapport via travel to a common location temporarily at project inception, and at periodic intervals. In other cases, technology could help fill the gap virtually. Regardless of the location, businesses will want to proactively optimize the work environment where people meet to best facilitate productivity.

Three strategies are likely to emerge, aligned with work location:

- **Optimized** office location planning
- **Hybrid** office configurations
- **Virtually** being there
Optimized Office Location Planning: Office as a Service (OaaS)

Real estate costs today represent for most organizations the second biggest overhead after salaries. This is now under scrutiny as companies grow in headcount without expanding their square footage. The location of the office will be much more dynamic in the future and require more consistent planning. Population and urbanization trends will more negatively skew commute times, influence the use of satellite offices, and be a determinant in the location for permanent locations. Proximity to air travel hubs will be an important consideration to cope with an increasing geo-fragmentation of the employee base, and to minimize travel time when workers come together. Dynamically created project teams co-locating to temporary sites is likely to rise as a way to drive team cohesion, especially in the early stages of new projects.

Leased, rented, and multi-company shared office (temporary) formats are expected to be more prevalent as a way to address capital and operational expenses, provide flexibility for team colocation, and facilitate broader cross-company collaboration. Offices will serve as temporary anchor points for human interaction rather than daily travel destinations. Temporary locations may be used on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. Where permanent locations are used, they will increasingly be structured for ease in reconfiguration and use. Office as a service (OaaS) will become a strategic tool to land employees in the right place at the right time. OaaS will use both internal and external sites, consider travel requirements, and address a robust set of logistics and collaboration needs over varying time frames. Imagine a work location that could be unique for each project. After formation of a project team, one of the first tasks would be to schedule an office location.

Hybrid Office Configurations are Shape-Shifting Spaces

Once workers arrive at the office, employers will want optimum worker productivity. Physical space will be configured based on the type of task, the role of the job, and even the personality of the worker. In some cases, this will mean open environments designed for group collaboration and opportunistic encounters. In other cases, it will include private areas that allow for quiet thinking or heads-down engineering.

Sometimes, the physical configuration will be based on job types requiring specific space and equipment (e.g., hardware engineering or testing). Other times, the configuration may be based on an understanding of the differing personality and psychology of people (i.e., introverts versus extroverts). Fluid locations—such as those on short-term lease, cross company hoteling models, and virtual commuting—will also influence new configuration methods. Many companies are already configuring activity-based work environments. The sophistication of these solutions is expected to rise.

Regardless of the physical configuration, an adaptive compute workspace will increasingly understand and tailor the environment (e.g., compute, displays) to the people and situation of the moment. Imagine a local environment that is activated by a personal digital assistant on behalf of each participant. Collaboration material (e.g., video, audio, documents) would appear for group work sessions without the need to search. Individual workers would be able to use the compute environment at each location in concert with their mobile digital assistant to complete their job. Meeting transcription, identification of key points, and decisions would automatically be documented and summarized so all people would be free to concentrate on the topic rather than the process of articulating what occurred.

The end goal would be a configurable physical environment interwoven with technology that enables productive work based on the needs of the individual and the successful collaboration of groups of people.

Virtually Being There

Companies will use a myriad of hiring practices, travel, and colocation strategies to enable teamwork, trust-building, and serendipitous innovation. But the key to addressing workforce fragmentation over the long term is most likely to be solved by a technological innovation.

Virtual colocation is expected to include a combination of technologies that will enable people to be virtually present when they can’t be there physically. Successful virtual solutions would allow people to feel and interact as if they were sitting in the same room, provide ambient sociability, and enable better understanding and trust building. Capabilities such as virtually sketching ideas or sharing 3D physical models across a distance would provide rich interaction. These solutions would ultimately encourage the unanticipated moments that occur when people are able to bump into, hang out, and connect personally with others. This would not be the simplistic two-dimensional video conference systems in place today, but a set of technologies that would provide a rich interpersonal experience.

Given the likelihood that team members may need to travel more frequently to co-locate physically (at least during project inception), the same type of rich interpersonal virtual solution could also be a significant factor for homing from
work. An interactive experience that provides ambient sociability with family members while away on travel would ease some of the angst employees experience while away.

An increase in the geographic dispersion of coworkers, and a shift toward management by results, are two trends that could spur increased travel to facilitate the human-human connection. However, this trend is likely to diminish over time in direct correlation to the fidelity of virtual solutions that become available. As the virtual medium enables robust interpersonal interactions, the need to be physically present will lessen.

Summary

Over the coming years, there will be significant changes to the way we socialize, interact, play, and work. This paper has highlighted some of the significant trends that appear on the horizon and offered a view of potential changes. Some of these changes will come as a result of global environmental factors such as world population growth. Many others will be driven through technological innovation.

New challenges on the horizon present questions to resolve:

• **What type of work model** should be used to manage knowledge workers?

• **When workers** are increasingly distributed in far-flung global and multiple physical locations, how do effective interpersonal relationships form and grow?

• **How will** technology and people considerations impact the locations where people come together?

• **How can** the office environment be configured for the best productivity of the worker?

• **How will organizations** source the best workers and cope with differing attitudes across a five-generation workforce?

Against a backdrop of worldwide social change, and as technology facilitates broad global socialization, the need for human connection and understanding of differing viewpoints will become more pressing. Travel and temporary colocation, especially at project inception, may provide an anchor for human relationships until the fidelity of the virtual experience approximates being there in person.

Employee identification, cultivation, and retention will be a strategic focal point. Development of person-centric human resources systems could help keep employees engaged and engendered to their company. They could also be a competitive advantage in retaining employees. Those systems would integrate, adapt, and use the coming wave of personalized consumer services.

Human resources processes and guidelines will need consideration to maximize the use of the knowledge worker, and to provide employee flexibility and choice. New models for performance evaluation, compensation, and time off could be created to foster collaboration and innovation. Employee satisfaction will become an important barometric guide.

The location for work will increasingly be varied as workers are spread over a larger geographic landscape. Telecommuting and working on the go are likely to become the norm with the spread of mobile technologies and the increasing expectation by workers to work remotely. Optimizing office location and configuration will be another important consideration.

In short, a technological change tsunami is rolling towards us that will wash away many previous perceptions of the world. The way we work will be swept into this new reality, and the knowledge worker is positioned to be the primary agent of change. Astute organizations will see and embrace these trends and aggressively plan for the new landscape.

For more insights, research, and reports, and to connect with your peers and IT experts at Intel, visit the Intel.com IT Center (www.intel.com/itcenter).
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